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GEODESICS AND LEBESGUE AREA

EDWARD SILVERMAN1

A method of stretching a Fréchet surface by various amounts,

without increasing its Lebesgue area, was introduced in [S2]. The

stretched surfaces derived from a given continuous surface are all

continuous and, in general, there is no largest such surface. In this

paper we admit discontinuous surfaces and this enables us to stretch

a surface to its maximum extension. If the maximum extension is con-

tinuous, then its (Lebesgue) area is the same as the area of the surface

being stretched. In general, if the area of the maximum extension is

defined to be the supremum of all continuous surfaces which are not

bigger, in the sense of Kolmogoroff's Principle applied to surfaces,

then this area of the maximum extension of a given continuous sur-

face agrees with the Lebesgue area of the surface. Furthermore, if

two continuous surfaces are so related that the pseudo-geodetic dis-

tances between corresponding pairs of points are equal, then the

maximum stretched surfaces derived from these two are isometric,

which implies that the two original surfaces have the same Lebesgue

area. (The pseudo-geodetic distance agrees with geodetic distance for

light maps.) An example of R. D. Anderson, modified by R. F. Wil-

liams, gives a monotone map of a square onto another square with the

property that the geodetic distance between every distinct pair of

points is infinite. Thus, it is neither desirable nor possible for the

preceding result to hold for geodetic as well as for pseudo-geodetic

distance.
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The definition of Lebesgue area to be used is given for surfaces in

m, the space of bounded sequences [B], and isometric surfaces have

the same area. Since each separable metric space is isometric with a

subset of m, we can define Lebesgue area for surfaces in metric spaces.

If the metric space happens to be Euclidean space then this area

agrees with the usual Lebesgue area on each surface for which that

area agrees with the Geocze area. These areas are known to agree

for all 2-dimensional surfaces and for a wide class of «-dimensional

surfaces, ra>2 [C], [F].

Let Oi, • • • , anEm, let R he the space and P the parallelepiped

determined by these vectors. If volume is to behave properly with

respect to affine transformations, then the volume of P will be deter-

mined if the volume of any nondegenerate parallelepiped in R is

prescribed. It is not difficult to see that there exists a parallelepiped

K containing the unit sphere in R whose volume does not exceed that

of any other such figure. We set volume K = 2n. Alternatively, the

volume of P is given by sup det<1,...,<B(aJ'). If £ is Euclidean ra-

space then there exists a linear transformation U: E-^m that is an

isometry [Si]. It is evident, now, that volume £/(A) = volume A

whenever A is an w-simplex in £.

Let Q be an ra-cell and let C he the space of continuous functions

on Q into m. If zEC and if Q can be subdivided into a finite number

of ra-simplexes on each of which z is linear then z is quasilinear and

the elementary area of z, £z, is the sum of the volumes of the images,

under z, of the ra-simplexes of linearity of z.

If x E C then Lx, the Lebesgue area of x, is given by Lx

= lim inf^z Sz, where z is quasilinear and convergence is in C.

llxEC let x' he defined on QXQ by

x'(P, q) = \\x(p) - x(q)\\ for all p, q £ Q.

We shall make use of the following properties of Lebesgue area, the

proofs of which differ only in detail from the 2-dimensional case given

in [81]:
(1) LxSLy if x'Sy' (Kolmogoroff's Principle).

(2) Lx= Eï-i L(x\Ai) if x is Lipschitzian and if Q is subdivided

in the ra-simplexes Ai, ■ • • , A*.

(3) L is lower semi-continuous on C.

(4) If xEC then there exists a sequence {zv} of quasilinear func-

tions such that zp—>x and £zp—>Z%.

Let 5 be the collection of functions X on Q XQ into [0, oo ] satisfy-

ing X(p, p)=0, X(p, q) =X(q, p) and X(p, q) +X(q, r) ^X(p, r) for

all p, q, rEQ- Let 5„= {A£ S\ X is continuous}. Evidently x'ESc

whenever xEC.
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Let {pi} be a fixed sequence, dense in Q. If XESC let X*(p)

= {X(pi, p)} for all pEQ. Then X*EC and (X*)' = X, [S2].
If / is continuous on a closed interval into m and if k is a positive

integer, then let pkf be the maximum length of any fe-gon inscribed

in/. Then pkfp~^pkf ilfp converges to/ in the sense of Fréchet [S2].

Let H(p, q) be the set of functions/continuous on [O, l] into Çwith

f(0)=pandf(l)=q.
If xEC then xkEC is defined as follows: Let

Jf*(p,î) = inl{pkxf\fEH(p,q)}.

Then MkESe and so xk = Mk*EC, [S2]. It is immediate that

x'^Xk = Mkúxk'+i and that \\xk — yk\\ ¿2k\\x — y\\. Furthermore, xk is

Lipschitzian if x is.

Lemma 1. Lxk = Lx.

The proof of this lemma for 2-dimensional Lebesgue area and any

^-length appears in [S2]. The same proof holds for «-dimensional

area. That the lemma holds for x quasilinear follows from (2) and

(1). NowletxGCand {zp} be as in (4). Wehave||z£-x<t[| 5i2£||zp-x[|.

Thus, by (3), what we have already proved, and by (1), Lxk

^lim inf Lz\ = lim inf 8zp = Lx^Lxk.

If EEm, ElEm, k>0 and t is a function on E to £' such that

\\rp — rq\\ úk\\p — q\\ for all p, qEE, then t can be extended to all of

m as a Lipschitz map with constant k, [Si].

Lemma 2. If x, y EC then there exists w EC such that \\w — x\\ úd and
w' û y' where

d = sup{x'(p, q) - y'(p, q)\p,qEQ\.

Proof. Let V(p, g)=min {x'(p, r)+y'(r, q)\rEQ}- The triangle

inequality gives x'-dg, V^x' and | V(p, q)-V(p, t)\ ^y'(q, t). Let

v(P)= { V(Pu P)} and z = x'*. Since v'Sy' and z' = x', both v and z

are in C. Furthermore, the isometry r from range z onto range x,

r(z(p)) =x(p) for all pEQ, can be extended to a contraction T of m.

Let w=Tv. Then \\w — x\\ ú\\v — z\\ =supp sup,- | V(pit p)—x'(ph p)\

= supj, sup,- [x'(pi, p) — V(pi, p)]^d and w'¿v'^y'.

If g is a real-valued function then let g+ be that function which

agrees with g where g is non-negative and vanishes where g is non-

positive.

Theorem 1. // xEC then Lx^lim inf^-^j+^o Lz where zEC and

the convergence is uniform.
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Proof. Let M<Lx. Then there exists 5>0 such that Lw>M

whenever wEC and \\w—x||^5. Now suppose that (x' — z')+So.

Then, by the last lemma, there exists wEC with \\w—x\\Sà and

w'Sz'. Hence, Lz^Lw>M.

It is more convenient to define an area on 5 than to extend m so

as to permit a surface to have infinite diameter. Let L' he defined on 5

byL'A = sup {Lz\zEC and z'SX}.

We introduce the following notation: If x, yEC then A = lim xk ,

Ai = lim (xi)¿ and F=lim yk. The capital letters will only be used in

this way. Thus, they are used only if the corresponding small letters

represent elements in C.

Theorem 2. // xEC then L'X = Lx.

Proof. That L'X^Lx follows from the definitions. Let zEC and

z'SX. By a theorem of Dini, xk Az'—>z', where the convergence is

uniform. Hence, (z'— xí)+—»0 and LzSlira inf Lxk = Lx. Thus,

L'XSLx.

Corollary. If X=Y then Lx = Ly.

The purpose of the rest of the paper is to show that X(p, q)

= Xa(p, q), the pseudo-geodetic distance between p and q under x.

Lemma 3. X(p, q) =0 if and only if x[(p, g) = 0.

Proof. Let 6(p, g)=inf diam x(y), where 7 is a continuum in Q

containing p and q. By a theorem of Zoretti, d(p, q)=0 implies that p

and q belong to the same continuum of constancy of x [C]. Now let

xi (P, s) = 0. Since 8 S x{, there is a continuum yEQ containing p and

q on which x is constant. If 17>0 is chosen so that \\r — s\\ <r¡ implies

x'(r, s)<e/(2k) and if gEH(p, q) with range g contained in an 17-

neighborhood of y then ukxy<e. Hence, x[(p, q)=0 lor all k and

X(p, q)=0. If X(p, q)=0 then x[(p, q)=0 since O^x/ SX.

The proof of the lemma shows that Xi is the monotone factor in a

monotone-light factorization of x.

Lemma 4. (xi)k Sx2h.

Proof. Let p, qEQ and fEH(p, q). There exist OShè ■ ■ ■

Stk+iSl such that ßkXif= E*-i \\xif(ti+i) — %if(ti)\ ■ Now there exist
ui, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , 2A, tiSu2i-iSu2iSti+i, such that |xi/(iI+i)—Xi/(/,)||

S\\xf(u2i) — x/(tt2i_i)||. Hence, \xkxxf Sßikxf and the lemma follows.

Lemma 5. XX = X.
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Proof. That Xi^X is evident. On the other hand Ar1 = lim (xi)k

á lim xá = X.

If xEC and if p, qEQ then let G(x, p, q) be the set of all continuous

functions y on [0, l] into range xx such that y(0)=Xi(p) and y(l)

= xi(q).

If x = £17 is a monotone-light factorization of x and if £, qEQ, then

let -X"^, g^inf {length £y|y is continuous on [O, l] into range 77,

7(0)=ij(£) and 7(1) =1(3)}. Let X be the light map defined by
x = Xxi. Evidently X„(p, q) = inf {length Xy\yEG(x, p, q)}. We shall

always use the monotone-light factorizations x = \xi and Xi = ixi,

where i is the identity on range Xi. We shall write Xia for Yg il y = x\.

Lemma 6. Let yEG(x, p, q). Then \\Xi(p) — Xi(q)\\ ̂ diamXy.

Proof. Let e > 0. There exists ô > 0 such that x'(r, s) < e/2 whenever

[|*— s||<8. Let fEH(p, q) such that range / is contained in a 6-

neighborhood of T= \rEQ\xi(r)Erangey}. There exist 0^Ui^u2^ 1

such that diam xf=\\xf(u2)— xf(ui)\\ and there exist pi, p2ET such

that ||/(mi)-/»i||<8 and \\f(u2) -p2\\ <«. Hence, ||*i(p)-*i(g)||

è \\xf(u2) - xf(ui)\\ g \\x(pi) - x(p2)\\ + € = ||X«if>i) - Xxi(p,)|| + «
^diam X7 + €.

Corollary 1. length X7 = length 7.

Corollary 2. XiQ = X0.

Lemma 7. If D isa compact metric space, if fk is continuous on a closed

interval into D and if there exists M such that pkfk ̂  M for each positive

integer k, then a subsequence of {fk} converges in the sense of Frêchet.

This lemma can be proved directly or from a theorem of Fréchet

[sa].

Lemma 8. If fk converges to f in the sense of Frêchet then length /

iSlim inf pkfk.

Proof. Let M<length /. There exists ko such that pkJ>M and

there exists ki>k0 such that pkJk>M whenever k>ki. Thus, if

k > ki, pkfk è Pkjk > M and so lim inf pkfk la length /.

Theorem 3. If p, qEQ then X(p, q) =min {length y\yEG(x, p, q)}
— Xg(p, q) where the minimum is infinite if length 7= <» for each

yEG(x, p, q).

Proof. Let us first suppose that X(p, q) is finite. Then there exists

fkEH(p, q) suclTthat pkXifk<(xi){ (p, q) + l/k^X(p, q)+l/k for all
k. By Lemma 7 there exists 70, easily seen to be in G(x, p, q), to which
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a subsequence of {xxfk} converges in the sense of Fréchet. By Lemma

8, length yoSX(p, q). Hence, XQ(p, q)SX(p, q) whether or not

X(p, q) is finite and there is no loss in generality in supposing that

X0(p, q) < oo. Let e>0 and 7 be a rectifiable element of G(x, p, q).

There exists 5 > 0 such that the oscillation of 7 over any interval, of

length less than ô, is less than e. Let k be so large that AS>1 and let

t¡ = i/k, i = 0, 1, ■ ■ -, k. There exists ij>0 such that x'(r, s) <e when-

ever ||r-s]|<i7. Let 1\= {rEQ\xi(r)Ey([ti-u <<])}, let qo = p, qk = q

and let gr^be chosen so that Xi(q¡) =y(ti) for i= 1, • • • , k — 1. Let/,- be

quasilinear on [/¿_i, £¿] into an ^-neighborhood of r¿ such that/¿(í¿_i)

= 2i_i and fi(ti) =q{. Now define fEH(p, q) by/| [i,_i, h] = U If
QSuiS • • • Suk+iSl then let Vi = t¡, where t3SUi<t3+u Now

E||*/(«¿+i) - Xf(Ui)\\

S E [\\xf(ui+i) - xf(vi+i)\\ + \\xf(vi+i) - xf(vt)\\ + \\xf(Vi) - Xf(Ui)\\]

< 2Ae + length 7.

Thus, xk (p, q) :£length 7 for all k and so X(p, q) SX„(p, q). Finally,

length y0SX(p, q)SX0(p, q) S length 70.
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